Performance evaluation of the Celltac F haematology analyser.
Performance of the Celltac F haematology analyser (MEK-8222) which provides 22 parameters, including a 5-part differential, was compared with the Sysmex XE-2100. 242 EDTA samples were investigated. Differential results from both instruments were compared with the reference microscopic count. Flagging performance was compared with cell morphology seen in the blood films. Precision met or exceeded manufacturer's specifications, carryover was minimal (≤1.37%) and linearity was excellent (R ≥ 0.99). Results were stable for at least 8 h at room temperature and for 24 h at 4 °C. Comparisons were excellent for white blood cells, red cell count, Hb, HCT and platelets (R ≥ 0.98). All other red cell and platelet parameters showed good correlation with the XE-2100 (R ≥ 0.93) except for mean cell haemoglobin concentration. The differential was comparable to the XE-2100 for neutrophils, lymphocytes and eosinophils and acceptable for monocytes. Correlation of automated differentials with manual reference counts and the efficiency of flagging of blasts, immature granulocytes and platelet clumps were similar for both instruments. Celltac F demonstrated better efficiency for atypical lymphocyte and platelet clumps. The Celltac F shows broadly comparable analytical performance to the XE-2100 for the parameters assessed. The Celltac F is recommendable for medium-sized laboratories or as a back-up instrument in larger laboratories.